THE USER EXPEERIENCEE MAPS
A prractical guide to design,, create and use them
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Introduction
The maps are ancient instruments like the human being. Ever since we came out of the caves we needed to
orient and to explain to others how to orientate.
Today we drive with the GPS, with which we risk losing a bit 'the pleasure of the unexpected”, but, in other
respects, we are back to be much more human in mapping the emotions and the experiences of people.
The experience maps represent the experience of individuals in the interaction with a product or service. The
maps are complex documents that welcome their achievement results, user experience design techniques and
processes.
The UX maps are strategy
In customer map primarily there is a strategy UXD: objectives to be achieved, methods, tools, process
planning.
The UX maps are research
They are also the product of the research: qualitative, quantitative, conducted through interviews, diaries,
logs, surveys, ethnographic observation. The search results are the foundation of the map. To give life to
these characters, action and history through personas, scenarios, use cases. There are profiles of real people,
photos, actions, words, feelings and emotions.
The UX maps are co‐design and creativity
Then there is the implementation allowing to space out between individual and choral sessions and
participatory techniques, between deductive and analytical thinking.
In the map as a UX designer we are strategist, researcher, facilitator and creative.
Our maps can be digital products or informal sketching tools covered with post it, their value will remain
unchanged.
The UX maps are instruments of problem setting
The experience map documents are never ends in themselves, self‐living instruments: they collect the search
witness and open doors to the solution of problems, because the maps are first of all markers of criticality,
catalysts of the problem setting.
The UX map documents are bridge, open and dynamic
This nature is not defined and not final, but open and dynamic and it is wonderful.
They are change‐bearers because if you take the experience maps there is evidence of a will to intervene on
logic and processes. One says to be ready for change.

That's why I love the experience maps more than any other UX document, because they can always be different,
just because they are coded calls to represent precisely the complexity of human actions. Upon representing the
actions and choices of a person with respect to the achievement of one’s own objectives, there is a world to be
highlighted: feelings, experiences and emotions that go beyond the mere use of any product.
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I like imagining that the experience maps try to seize and stop the complexity of the relationship between the
outside world and the inner world seeking solutions to this experiential fracture.
But perhaps the charm of the experience maps lies in their inability to encode, because in the end, as in the
human experience, the variables are too many to be subjected to rules.
We designers have only to identify the best spot, close our eyes and dive. Swimming will still be fantastic.

Small engraved terminology: some people call them customer experience maps, others user journey maps, and
some others preferably user experience map.
They are really the same thing.
The empathy maps are the representation of the emotional baggage that a person may have with respect to an
event (product, service, etc.), unlike the previous maps here emotions occupy the whole scene. The key
elements of empathy map are an important aspect to be included in more structured UX maps.
Having clarified terms, we can go to immerse ourselves in the world of maps of the user experience.
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What is an exxperience m
map
The exxperience map
p is a graphicaal interpretatio
on of the relationship betweeen a product / brand and an individual
duringg a given perio
od through speecific channelss.
In the experience m
maps, first of all there is a peerson who has to achieve a ggoal (eg. Buy a ticket to leavve for
Tahiti)), then there iss the physical,, digital, emotiional path made by him/herr to meet his/h
her own needs.

In the experience map, firstt of all there is a person who haas to achieve a ggoal

p is a strategicc tool that is ussed to understtand and show
w the interactiions and the tyype of
The exxperience map
experience that peo
ople have with
h a product, seervice, or ecosystem.
At thee centre there is the experieence understoo
od as complexx universe of aactions, answeers, emotions, difficulties,
confid
dence and more or less closee relationshipss developing b
between product and custom
mer.
The m
mapping activitty creates sharred knowledgee and consenssus between teeams and invo
olved parts, an
nd the map
as artiifact allows dissplaying and b
better monitorring the experience of people involving whoever works on the
produ
uct.
But th
here is anotherr important asspect the map highlights and
d it is the posssibility to view
w the experiencce of people
througgh different co
ontact channeels. The flow off interaction iss represented through all po
ossible channeels and
touchpoints that reality under analysis shows.
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Shanti Guy numbered the steps of the customer journey

The goal is to be able to understand the joints between one channel and the other one, to evaluate any
difficulties and obstacles that the customer faces to achieve his/her objectives. The mapping of the different
paths helps to guarantee a smooth transition between the channels by providing a holistic view of the process.
An integrated path between interaction channels company / customer is the one which nowadays provides
greater possibilities of a user good experience and success in the market compared to its competitors.
Today the service level and quality are an integral part of the product business and it is important they maintain
the same standards. The map experiences help us to monitor exactly this by evaluating the customer journey
step by step.
Does all this impact only on business? No, if companies have realized that the customer experience goes far
beyond the physical store, the public administration begins to understand that offering an integrated service
means optimizing spending, reducing costs in time and improving offered quality.

Experience as overview
New challenges require new approaches. Organizations are recognizing the need of thinking more broadly, but
they are struggling to do so. Too often the projects are focused on single points of contact, individual
technologies without a clear picture of the customer experience in its entirety. The analyses focus on the points
of contact and product information, but not on the full path of the customer who makes it.
The verticalization of roles and functions within organizations prevents individuals from collaborating, and from
focusing problems from a broader perspective.
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This is the map of a “dating” journey
http://cargocollective.com/msimpson/Brand‐Experience‐Map

The missed analysis of the user experience as a whole leads to failure of customer satisfaction. The mapping of
the experience is directly aimed at conquering and dominating this kind of complexity.

UX map = a protagonist + a history

When we develop a UX map we tell a story. The story helps us, the team and customers to work better and it
allows a considerable time saving (I know, now it might not seem that way:). A good story also supports other
aspects:

●
●
●

it helps us to reach more quickly a solution
it is useful to the decision‐making machine
it is essential as a guide to focus the attention on the same problem.

A good story first of all has a star, then a scenario (where and when the action takes place), a beginning (of the
reasons that lead the protagonist to act) and an epilogue. There between a series of choices and feelings.
So the first step is to choose a hero, a personas, and his/her reasons that is why and with which means he/she
starts the adventure.
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Protagon
nist = personass, probable cu
ustomer
Touchpo
oint = where an
nd how custom
mer and comp
pany (or publicc administratio
on) get in toucch
Channel = which pathss the protagon
nist chooses to
o achieve his/h
her own objecctive.

Whaat is a perssonas
The peersonas or chaaracters are arrchetypes constructed afterr an exhaustivee observation of potential u
users. Each
personas is based upon a profile tthat collects the characterisstics of an existing target. In this way, the characters
assum
me the charactteristics of the groups they rrepresent: thee social and demographic characteristics, needs,
n
wishes, habits and ccultures.

Whaat is a scen
nario
The sccenarios are th
he stories and the context o
of users. Throu
ugh scenarios w
we find the go
oals and questtions
helpin
ng to find desiggn solutions.
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Scenarios show the motivation beehind interactions of peoplee, they are thee stories of theeir behaviors, tthose that
circum
mscribe and trigger their acttions.

Whaat is a toucchpoint
The to
ouchpoint is th
he point of con
ntact between
n the person and any agent or artifact of aan organizatio
on. These
interactions occur in
n a given perio
od of time, in a certain context, and with the purpose o
of meeting a sp
pecific
need.

The jou
urney maps beggin with a customer/user with a need to
be satisfied and a servvice/product thaat can help him/her

Eveerytime the cusstomer gets in to
ouch with the company for
thaat service/produ
uct we have a to
ouchpoint

The to
ouchpoints hellp in:
●
●
●

ccreating a shared frame of rreference arou
und a user exp
perience
c
creating
know
wledge around customer beh
havior
i
identifying
speecific areas of improvementt by supportingg design and innovation.
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●
●

ssharing custom
mer informatio
on in a simple, direct and sh
hared form
a
approaching
p
practically to h
human centereed design.

The ussers evalutate ho
ow to reach thee
servicee through different touchpointss

The touchpoints are freq
quently linked
but often
n they are’nt in tthe right way

Only througgh a good system
m linking
touchpointss, channels and users, a
useful and p
positive user experience is
returned

Whaat is a chan
nnel
The ch
hannel is a form of interactio
on with custom
mers or users..
Printin
ng, web, mobile, voice, and physical storees are all comm
mon channels to reach and interact
i
with ccustomers.
The ch
hannel is accessible through
h a touchpointt and it is the cchannel that d
defines the opp
portunities or constraints
of eacch touchpoint.
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Touchp
points are the contact
c
point beetween user and
d company but are also the doo
or to selected cchannel

How
w we can b
build in praactice a UXX map
The m
maps are built on
o real data, w
with the particcipation of teams and design
n customers th
hrough a path in steps. In
order to create and use the mapss we work on ffour phases.

1. THE RESEARCH PHASE
It is th
he phase wherrein we collectt, from users, all pieces of in
nformation abo
out the interaction between
n the users
and th
he product / seervice.
At thee end of this ph
hase we are able to choose the protagonists, we can crreate the personas, we identify the
scenario (services, ttouchpoints an
nd channels to
o be mapped) and evaluate the path that we want to exxplore.

2. THE CO‐DESIGN
N PHASE
In thiss phase, through co‐design w
workshops wee collect other information tthis time with the help of the in‐house
team and the stakeholders.

3. THE DESIGN PH
HASE
At thiss stage we can
n create the reeal map: first o
of all by arrangging and organ
nizing all colleccted informatiion and
then p
processing thee hero’s journeey. Finally, thee map is drawn
n up in a visual and definitive form.
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4. THE SHARING PHASE
At this stage we share the results, in case adding or specifying more information. The map is a tool to identify
problems and to create solutions that bring the project forward.
Let’s see in practice how all this happens.

1. The research phase
The first step is the collection of knowledge of the internal structure we are going to deepen. It starts by focusing
on the goals, by answering few simple questions: What do we need to map? Why? What do we want to achieve?
How much are we willing to review the internal processes regulating the relationship with customers? Who are
the main characters?

A map to stimulate the customers to use the service
http://www.bienalto.com/2012/09/mapping‐your‐strategy‐for‐engaging‐with‐customers/

Even if these questions sound a little bit predictable we cannot underestimate them. The experience maps can
bring out many problems, some of them can be resolved only through a deep transformation of the model and
the company governance.
If we choose to map the user experience it means that we are ready for a change, a radical or modular change.
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The value of a user experience map is also the strategic capacity which is able to trigger, in addition to the
intuitive and forecast potential it creates.

The beginning of the journey
The journey starts from people and their behavior, how they interact, how they consider the product and the
services. We can choose different methods of analysis, combining them together according to scenarios.
Certainly we start from what we have: call center / urp data, customer satisfaction surveys, marketing analysis
on target.
This is a good starting point, but the analysis cannot end here. The exploration needs to go further, deeply,
directly interfacing with users.
The value in this discovery phase is a solid understanding of the customer behaviour, experiences and use
contexts.
Human experience is complex, and largely intangible, the challenge of the experience mapping is here: finding
out “the gold under the crust of painting”: the facts beyond the physical product.
To find out and collect information we can use two different methods: the qualitative and quantitative research.
The combination of both methods allows obtaining the maximum results.

Quantitative research
Web analytics is one of the key tools of quantitative research, through logs we can collect information about
pages and complex interactions.
Another technique to recover quantitative data is through surveys, especially online, that allow a fast recovery of
digital data. Quantitative research supports the map design: data help to define the scenario, however the open
and constructive dialogue we can establish with our customers is the extra boost that helps us to go deeper in
learning, identifying patterns and capturing the whole richness of human experience.

Qualitative research
Conversations with customers are a common and reliable method of success, widely used to acquire knowledge.
The experience map is the subsequent step: the representation of the collected data.
If qualitative research is aimed at the map design it is essential to convey the efforts to a defined purpose: a
relevant story for the product / service, or a problematic area. Listening to people in their environment,
observing customers in their natural scenario is definitely an added value.
The one to one interview is the queen of the techniques of qualitative research. Open questions, maximum
comfort, empathic attitude are the well‐known methods to encourage participants to share their stories.
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2. The design phase
We should focus on the experiences not on the products.
Once collected data, they must be organized to become useful for the collaborative process.
The process of mapping the experience is important as the product itself, from the process a climate of
collaboration and sharing can indeed emerge that will help in solving the problems.
This is not a solo adventure: together with many actors from the whole organization we work to organize results.
There are some key elements:

1. The lens is the primary filter through which you view the journey, highlighting some steps.
2. The model of the user path represents the range of interactions that every individual has towards
channels, contact points, through time and space to satisfy one or several needs.

3. The takeaways summarize the main results of the experience in the mapping process.

A workshop of mapping is a complex business, but it can be very funny to manage, as well as productive.
The key role of the facilitator is creating a clear framework, outlining the objectives, guiding participants through
the activity, and keeping everyone motivated and happy.
The workshop purpose is to “deconstruct” the research data based upon elementary particles and to rearrange
those pieces in a new model of the user path.
We need a right physical space, participants, tables, chairs and free walls, and sufficient time to perform the work
comfortably (not less than 3 hours).
There is no model for a mapping workshop, it depends upon the complexity of data and scenarios.
A proposal may be what we will see shortly wherein we apply all possible variations required by the context:
●
●
●
●
●
●

showing and sharing search results
organizing the participants into small groups of 4/6 people. Ensuring that each team has a balance between
the different roles and functions
allowing each team to pull out some steps in the research
guiding the workshop so that every team chooses a person to position post it or show the result to the
others
creating, now it is the time to point out the relationships between the emerged elements
arranging and setting up the user stories.
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What is it for?
We need all elements of a story: a protagonist, a time frame, one or more actions, moods, a scenario and tools
through which the hero sets off the action.
Let's see how it translates into practice in the experience maps.

What are the essential elements?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

personas
timeline
mental state
one or more actions
scenario.

What are the necessary elements?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

satisfaction experience
various touchpoints
other supporting characters
advice and solutions
lens on (positive or negative) key elements.

The process needs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

goals
research on people and environment
brainstorm of touchpoints and channels
empathy map
brainstorming with lenses of concept, attributes, keywords
affinity diagram
draft map
refining and digitizing
sharing and use.

The experience maps can be the result of single designer work or a participatory product.
In the second situation, map as a work of co‐design, the UX designer has a double role: designer and facilitator.
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The co‐design workshop
As designers we will implement all phases of classic research on the people involved in the process as a facilitator
and we will take into consideration the results to design the co‐design session.
The participatory session should not exceed 10 participants, the literature recommends 3 to 5 people involved in
various ways in the process.
What material is used?
●
●
●
●

paper
scotch
pens
post‐it.

The co‐design workshops are fundamental to achieve the consensus of the users

Before the session one or more goals should be established: what do we want to represent? What process do we
want to monitor? Why? Is it a path that we can easily define through clear steps (eg. Here it begins, it ends here)?

These are some of the questions that help us to define the perimeter of the goals we want to pursue. In fact the
experience map is an important part of a larger design by research on user experience: it is a point of arrival because
it comes after a research, co‐design and analysis of people's needs, but also a point of the restart which provides for
the acceptance and correction of the elements that emerge from the mapping experience.
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Suggestions to facilitate
Let’s:
●
●
●
●
●
●

manage small groups of six people or less
give clear instructions, written if possible
provide copy of the research
have time breaks
share everything with everyone
take photos, photos, photos ...

The implementation steps
First of all we must show the personas and the results of research to the participants.
Every group chooses a scenario. The scenario, actions and personas are the basis to build the path.
We have defined before the action areas (areas or swimlanes). The action areas are the scenes of the story, they
must be wide enough to collect a series of actions of the protagonist and unleash others leading to the next scene.
Some people call them contexts or phases that allow the connection between the protagonist and the achievement
of his/her goal.
According to the objectives and the tasks that we want to map we must prepare large sheets to hang on the wall
representing the areas wherein the actions are described:

KNOWLEDGE ‐ EVALUATION ‐ DECISION – ACTION

Knowledge = all the ways in which the person comes in contact with the product or service. Es. "Training course" he
found it through Google, he was advised, he read on Twitter, etc. etc.
Evaluation = how does he do to deepen with respect to the obtained information? Where does he go? What does he
ask to start the action?
Decision = when he decides to act where does he go? What does he do? Through which instruments? What kind of
difficulties does he encounter?
Action = Purchase or booking a service (eg. Physical examination). = What does he do when he has decided to take
action? What devices does he use? How many steps should he do? What questions has he? Must he return to the
event to become better informed?

If the proposed case containers (or areas) are deliberately broad and generic and can be used in different processes,
it's up to each one of us to customize the categories according to the project.
The person path passes through these areas in a time sequence, each step follows and precedes another one, the
whole process takes place in a specific period of time that has a beginning and an end.
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In this seq
quence we can
n intersect one or more axees through the channels wheere the person
nas interacts w
with the
product / service. Each channel will h
have a point of entry or conttact with the p
person, the to
ouchpoints, in our case:

•
•
•
•

w
website
m
mobile
applicaation
p
phone
s
shop.

Channels can be segmeented as physical or digital, current or traaditional. It depends upon th
he needs.

Th
he areas of actio
on are wide butt not necessarilyy generic containers within which the person can move with ease

nother example of the layou
ut as a startingg point:
Here is an
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There is no sin
ngle format to b
build the UX map
p , this applies tto most of the d
documents of th
he design process

The worksshop in practicce
During the workshop we
w submit to th
he participants few question
ns about each section, invitiing them to an
nswer on
the post‐iit notes. After the session we
w will have po
ost it in every aarea of a different color.
Let’s see in practice:

with YELLOW ppost‐it
Pleease answer w
Hoow did he know
w “sweet dreaam” mattress??
Thhrough which cchannels?
Okk, stick it in KN
NOWLEDGE areea at the levell of the channeels .
An
nswer with BLU
UE post‐it
W
What did draw G
Gianni’attentio
on?
W
Which words / feelings
f
/ needds did persuadee him to deepeen?
Okk, stick the ansswers in KNOW
WLEDGE area
Noow answer witth ORANGE poost‐it
W
What does confu
fuse or frightenn Gianni? Whaat is his concerrn to deepen?
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Okk, stick in KNOWLEDGE areaa.

Slowly ou
ur panel is filled up with elem
ments coming from the resp
ponses of the participants att the workshop.

he second exam
mple designed
d with a differeent canvas
Here is th
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Use the m
model that helpss you to work an
nd to focus on tthe content, thee form will comee later.

Once we organize the p
post‐it based u
upon their affinity, we can in
ntroduce the scheme to thee group by guaaranteeeing
nd consensus.. In the most critical
c
or complex steps you
u can vote options so as to achieve
a
maxim
mum
sharing an
agreemen
nt.
Organizin
ng the post‐it, eliminating the double oness, sharing the results are steeps in the affin
nity diagram or KJ
method.

Th
he phase of orgaanization of pro
oduced content in a participatory way is very im
mportant as it affects
a
the end rresult

The affin
nity diagram
It is a pracctical and fast method that combines the phases of pro
oduction and o
organization o
of ideas, and alllows to
define thee problem and
d obtain shareed solutions. Itt is a way of grrouping ideas by
b similarities or differencess, to create
groups off ideas by nam
ming and evaluating them byy prioritization to choose thee most interessting ones.
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The co‐deesign sessions are highly productive and even funny, but theyy must be handled with care

Now we fface a situation that has gen
nerated a lot o
of ideas in an in
nformal, clear and stable waay
Let’s follo
ow together w
with the group what the perssonas does in practice, whatt he sees, whaat he feels and
d what he
thinks; wh
hat are the criitical points in the journey and the suggesstions that can
n solve them.
Integratin
ng the empath
hy map in the final
f
experiencce map helps in having a more complete user experien
nce by
highlighting the critical issues and thee possible solu
utions.

The emp
pathy map
Once the personas has achieved his//her objective, the group wo
orks on the em
motions of the protagonist b
by adding
the itemss we mentioneed above.
This is thee empathy maap, an important aspect of th
he more comp
plex experiencce map, trying to answer questions like
the follow
wing:

•
•
•
•
•

W
What
are you thinking?
W
What
are you seeing?
W
What
are you feeling?
W
What
are you doing?
W
What
are the d
difficulties?
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•

W
What
do you tthink to gain? What are the benefits?

The empathy map
m is a map th
hat lives alone o
or can be integraated into UX maap

After map
pping the actio
ons of the protagonist we ad
dd emotions, experiences and his feelingss towards the various
steps.
At the en
nd of the workkshop if you haave reached co
onsensus and reached a shaared framework, the map caan be
reworked
d and transform
med in a digitaal product.

The reaalization phase
It's time tto describe thee steps that th
he personas acccomplishes to
o achieve his/h
her objective aand we do it b
based upon
the research and obtain
ned data throu
ugh the co‐design. This step
p can be manaaged individually or togetherr with the
team.
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The descriptio
on of the steps o
of the person iss the next item that
t
can be don
ne autonomously or in co‐desiggn

have a shared framework off the customer journey, an h
hypotetical path and
After the first phase of mapping we h
ms to be discu
ussed. We begin with an outtline of the draawn path shared through th
he post‐it. At th
his stage It
many item
is importaant obtaining tthe consensuss and locking tthe steps that will be drawn in the following step. It is still at this
stage thatt we eliminatee, or we put asside, the less eessential feedb
back with resp
pect to the objjectives and th
he story
developm
ment. Like any good story, th
here is a begin
nning, a middlee portion and an end, everytthing else is crreated on
this modeel.
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In this canvas measuring emotions haave a very defin
ned space.

The key elements
ps over time o
on several paraallel planes, it is a hierarchiccal system: thee actions
The experience is a map that develop
dent. Time and
d space are th
he elements m
marking the seq
quence of actions. In the
are sequeential and ofteen interdepend
story thatt we are creating we have to
o consider how
w we have to present it.
When wee process and p
present the sttory, we have tto put the emphasis on the following elem
ments:

•

tthe points of vview. Can we ssummarize at a glance the keey points of th
he story? Are tthe connections with
o
other
possiblee situations higghlighted?

•

tthe audience. What kind of details will help them to bettter understan
nd the story? W
What is the esssential
k
knowledge
thaat will supportt them in strattegic decisionss and design?

•

tthe effect. Wh
hat does the m
map want and need to inspire? How is it po
ossible to use it again? Coulld it be a
v
vehicle
for new
w ideas, a tool for new strattegies?

The map is a catalyst an
nd it should bee used as such
h, let’s hang it on a wall and let it to circulate among thee desks of
colleaguees and manageers.

A map clo
osed in a draweer has failed itts objective.
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The user does not care about the chaannels or conttact points. Th
hey worry abou
ut achieving th
heir goals and meeting
their need
ds. Mapping the experiencee helps us to fo
ocus on custom
mer behavior and also supp
ports the vision
n of the
stakehold
ders with respeect to the custtomer scenarios.

This is the end resultt of our map, the one with all elements
e

It is important to note in
i this final staage that we arre not setting a finite and deefinitive situation, but a dynamic,
complex and
a deeply hu
uman point of view.
The mapss are used to grasp
g
the complexity comingg from the neeeds of the peo
ople embracingg different mo
odels,
behaviorss, devices and patterns. The map helps in developing an
nd supporting the future of the product o
or service, it
is only part of a wider ttrip in the tran
nsformation off an organization, that provides the basis ffor a cultural rrevolution
om a reductionistic to a holistic view, from
m touchpoints to ecosystemss, from transactions to
by movingg the focus fro
relationsh
hips.
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This is anoth
her example of ccanvas in which we find all desccriptive elements of the journeey of the person
n

The digitaal map
There is not
n a sole form
mat, a shared m
model to synth
hesize the exp
perience map, there are man
ny of them. Ass in all
documents in the UXd process conteext is the key: Who
W will read the documen
nt? What is its use in the pro
oject? How
s
and used during the process?
will it be shared
Once clarrified these steeps, which sho
ould be assessed from the beginning of th
he project, we will know whaat is the
most appropriate repreesentation of o
our map.

The maps can be enhanceed with picturess, images, drawiings, everythingg that helps to understand
u
and create a direct and
immediatee communicatio
on.
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Surely the map needs space: the pieces of information are many, represented in different formats which have to be
visually organized carefully.
Typically a format sheet A4 is a bit tight, the format from A3 upwards has to be used, so the maps could be better
printed, hung on the walls, discussed and passed around, or they do not make sense.
You can also choose to leave the sketched map, but it is still necessary a revised, fine, final version.

Maps can be particularly careful to the graphic visual tools

Which digital tools?
To draw an experience map dedicated tools are not need, such as in case of mind maps, but any software is suitable
allowing to merge text, images, grids, forms etc.
We can use Office tools (Powerpoint, Visio, etc.) or more specialized software like Photoshop, Illustrator, etc.
The important thing is to get to know the digital tool and select the information you need. It is better writing less
synthetic information, rather than inserting the whole text, remember that a map should be a synthetic guide, a
scheme explaining deeper data and information.
In the digital map we must quote the main categories on which we have created the map: phases, channels,
touchpoint, type of experience, etc.
This is the skeleton of visual representation we are going to work out.
Then, we insert the reference to the protagonist: the person who guides the action: name, photo and objectives
that move him.
At this point we can quote in the canvas the user path describing the actions at the level of corresponding
touchpoint across conceptual areas and time. We add information of the personas as:
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•
•
•
•
•

how did he/she know the product
how did he/she evaluate it over competitors
how did he/she choose to buy it
how did he/she define the first access channel (eg. Smartphone)
how did he/she choose the second access channel (ie. Pc at work)

then, and only then, we can add the sentences and thoughts that the person pronounces with respect to the
various steps. These elements, with a strong emotional character, are not imaginary, but they are the product of
research we have previously developed .
The sentences are real.
Then we can add visual elements that help in understanding the scenario: such as photos (of places, actors, objects)
and icons.

The analytical elements
Once completed the map, we can study the analytical elements interpreting the data we obtain. We point out the
critical points of the process, where the personas shows dissatisfaction, difficulty or frustration, and positive points
of the path. Again we can tell, describe or iconify.
A last fundamental element is represented by the solutions.
Some professionals prefer to keep the observation of service separated from the solutions. In my opinion the overall
view increases the effectiveness of the document.
The important thing is the indispensable synthesis required by this type of document. Let’s use legends, colors, icons
and everything having a representative and iconographic power.
The ultimate purpose of this type of document is clarity, the concise and self‐explanatory nature and, not least, the
pleasantness of the impact.
The real result will be the way we show it and share it with the team and with the rest of the world.

The sharing step
The map is a living tool: synthesis, reflection and sharing.
Do not leave it in your PC, but print it.
It should be hung, pinned, discussed otherwise it loses its primary function, that of being an instrument of "problem
setting", a device highlighting criticality in order to trigger solutions.
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Example map left in the sketching version

The UX map serves first of all and foremost to ourselves: to design the most suitable design solutions, but it also
serves to the stakeholders: to convince them that those solutions are the best ones. It serves to the team: to view
and focus on the main problems, leaving aside the secondary ones.
Finally it serves especially to the people who will use the product, the ones who will never see the map, but
through it they could benefit from better service.
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